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41.1 INTRODUCTION

Freeze-drying, also termed “lyophilization,” is a drying

process employed to convert solutions of labile materials

into solids of sufficient stability for distribution and storage.

A typical production scale freeze-dryer consists of a drying

“chamber” containing temperature-controlled shelves that is

connected to a “condenser” chamber via a large valve. The

condenser chamber houses a series of plates or coils capable

of being maintained at very low temperature (i.e., less than

�50�C). One or more vacuum pumps in series are connected

to the condenser chamber to achieve pressures in the range of

0.03–0.3 Torr in the entire system during operation. A com-

mercial freeze-dryer may have 10–20 shelves with a total

load on the order of 50,000 10 cc vials. The objective in

a freeze-drying process is to convertmost of thewater into ice

in the “freezing stage,” remove the ice by direct sublimation

in the “primary drying stage,” and finally remove most of the

unfrozen water in the “secondary drying” stage by desorp-

tion. Thewater removed from the product is reconverted into

ice by the condenser.

In a typical freeze-drying process, an aqueous solution

containing the drug and various formulation aids, or

“excipients,” is filled into glass vials, and the vials are loaded

onto the temperature-controlled shelves. The shelf temper-

ature is reduced, typically in several stages, to a temperature

in the vicinity of�40�C, thereby converting nearly all of the

water into ice. Some excipients, such as buffer salts and

mannitol, may partially crystallize during freezing, but most

“drugs,” particularly proteins, remain amorphous. The drug

and excipients are typically converted into an amorphous

glass also containing large amounts of unfrozen water

(15–30%) dissolved in the solid (i.e., glassy) amorphous

phase. Thus, most of the desiccation actually occurs during

the freezing stage of the freeze-drying process. After all

water and solutes have been converted into solids, the entire

system is evacuated by the vacuum pumps to the desired

control pressure, the shelf temperature is increased to supply

energy for sublimation, and primary drying begins. Due to

the large heat flow required during primary drying, the

product temperature runs much colder than the shelf tem-

perature. The removal of ice crystals by sublimation creates

an open network of “pores” that allows pathways for escape

of water vapor out of the product. The ice–vapor boundary

(i.e., the boundary between frozen and “dried” regions)

generally moves from the top of the product toward the

bottom of the vial in roughly planar fashion as primary

drying proceeds. Primary drying is normally the longest part

of the freeze-drying process. Primary drying times on the

order of days are not uncommon, and in rare cases, weeks

may be required for a combination of poor formulation and

suboptimal process design. While some secondary drying

does occur during primary drying (i.e., desorption of water

from the amorphous phase occurs to a limited extent once the
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ice is removed from that region), the start of secondary drying

is normally defined, in an operational sense, as the end of

primary drying (i.e., when ice is removed). Of course, since

not all vials behave identically, some vials enter secondary

drying while other vials are in the last stages of primary

drying.When the judgment ismade that all vials are devoid of

ice, the shelf temperature is typically increased to provide the

higher product temperature required for efficient removal of

the unfrozen water. The final stages of secondary drying are

normally carried out at shelf temperatures in the range of

25–50�C for several hours. Here, since the demand for heat is

low, the shelf temperature and the product temperature are

nearly identical.

Since freeze-drying plants are very expensive and process

times are often long, a freeze-dried dosage form is relatively

expensive to produce. Indeed, because of both cost and ease

of use, a “ready-to-use” solution is the preferred option for

a parenteral dosage form, particularly if the solution can

withstand terminal heat sterilization. However, most paren-

teral drugs undergo excessive degradation during terminal

sterilization. Even if sterility requirements may be satisfac-

torily met without terminal sterilization (i.e., sterile proces-

sing), many drugs do not have sufficient stability in the

solution state to allow the long-term storage required for

pharmaceutical products. Certainly, terminal sterilization is

not an option for a protein product. Indeed, many proteins are

insufficiently stable in aqueous solution, even when refrig-

erated, to allow storage for more than a few months without

suffering significant degradation. Of course, some proteins

are quite stable in aqueous solution, insulin being the classic

example of a “solution stable” protein product [1]. When an

aqueous solution does not have sufficient stability, the prod-

uct must be produced in solid form. At least for small

molecules, stability normally increases in the order: solution

� glassy solid< crystalline solid [2–4], likely a result of

restrictedmotion in solids with the high degree of order in the

crystalline solid limiting reactivity even further. It should

also be noted that the enhanced stability upon crystallization

of a solid noted for small molecules may not extend to

proteins. Although a direct experimental comparison is

limited to one example, that of insulin, crystalline insulin

is actually significantly less stable than amorphous freeze-

dried insulin [5]. Since pharmaceutical proteins cannot gen-

erally be produced on a commercial scale by crystallization,

a glassy solid is usually the only solid-state option.

Freeze-drying [6–9] and spray drying [10–12] are drying

methodologies in commonuse in the pharmaceutical industry

that are suitable for the production of glassy solids. Freeze-

drying is basically a low temperature process. In general, a

protein formulation canbedried toon theorder of 1%water or

less without any of the product exceeding 30�C. Thus, con-
ventional wisdom states that freeze-drying is less likely to

cause thermal degradation than a “high temperature” process,

suchas spraydrying.However, itmustbenoted that due to self

cooling as the water evaporates, the product temperature in

aspraydryingprocess is far less than the inputair temperature,

and residence times in the dryer are very short. Indeed, it has

been shown that, suitably formulated, stable protein glasses

may be produced by direct evaporative drying (i.e., drying

without freezing) [13, 14]. Such direct evaporative drying

process may involve spray drying or alternate new technol-

ogies [15]. While some of the factual material in reference

14 has been challenged [16], it must be admitted that freeze-

drying is not theonlyprocessbywhichproteins solutionsmay

be successfully converted into “stable” glasses.

Historically, freeze-drying is the method of choice for

products intended for parenteral administration. Sterility and

relative freedom from particulates are critical quality attri-

butes for parenterals. Largely because the solution is sterile

filtered immediately before filling into the final container,

and further processing is relatively free of exposure to hu-

mans, a freeze-drying process maintains sterility and

“particle free” characteristics of the product much easier

than processes that must deal with dry powder handling

issues, such as dry powder filling of a spray dried or bulk

crystallized powder. Indeed, with modern robotics automatic

loading systems [17], humans can be removed from the

sterile processing area entirely, at least in principle. Further-

more, since the vials are sealed in the freeze-dryer, moisture

and headspace gas can easily be controlled, an important

advantage for products whose storage stability is adversely

affected by residual moisture and/or oxygen. Since the

critical heat and mass transfer characteristics for freeze-

drying are nearly the same at the laboratory scale as in full

production, resolution of scale-up problems tends to be easier

for a freeze-drying process than for spray drying, at least in

our experience. Also, development of a freeze-dried product

requires less material for formulation and process develop-

ment, a particularly important factor early in a project.

While freeze-drying has a long history in the pharmaceu-

tical industry as a technique for stabilization of labile drugs,

including proteins, many proteins suffer irreversible change,

or degradation, during the freeze-drying process [18–22].

Even when the labile drug survives the freeze-drying process

without degradation, the resulting product is rarely found

perfectly stable during long-term storage, particularly when

analytical techniques with a sensitivity to detect low levels of

degradation (i.e., �0.1%) are employed. Both small mole-

cules [2–4, 23] and proteins [24–27] showdegradation during

storage of the freeze-dried glass. In many cases, instability is

serious enough to require refrigerated storage [24, 25, 28].

Stability problems are most often addressed by a combi-

nation of formulation optimization and attention to process

control. Lyoprotectants are added to stabilize the protein

during the freeze-drying process as well as to provide storage

stability, and the level and type of buffer is optimized.

Optimization of the freezing process may be critical, control

of product temperature during drying is critical for products
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that tend to suffer cake “collapse” during primary drying, and

control of residual moisture is nearly always critical for

storage stability. Formulation and process are interrelated

in that the process design depends on formulation, and

process variations, particularly freezing variations, can

change the physical state of the formulation. A bad formu-

lation can be nearly impossible to freeze-dry, and even with

a well designed formulation, a poorly designed process may

require more than a week to produce material of suboptimal

quality. While blind empiricism may, in time, yield an

acceptable formulation and process, an appreciation for the

materials science of amorphous systems and some under-

standing of heat and mass transfer relevant to freeze-drying

are needed for efficient development of freeze-dried phar-

maceuticals. Obviously, one also requires at least a phenom-

enological understanding of the major degradation pathways

specific to the protein under consideration.

Once a suitable formulation and process are developed in

the laboratory, hopefully at least close to optimized, the

laboratory process needs to be transferred to manufacturing.

While freeze-drying is, in many ways, a relatively easy

process to scale-up since the volume and the nature of the

primary container system is independent of scale (i.e., the

same fill volume and vial in both laboratory and manufactur-

ing), there do exist a number of differences between labo-

ratory and manufacturing. First, the timescales are often far

different for some stages of the process, the most notable

being the time required for loading a manufacturing dryer

being much longer than the corresponding time in the

laboratory. Thus, particularly if the relative humidity in the

vicinity of the freeze-dryer is high, one may experience

condensation on the shelves during loading a production

dryer but not during the corresponding operation in the

laboratory. Such condensation may cause freezing variations

that have consequences for the drying process as well. In

addition, it is often possible to change shelf temperature very

rapidly in the laboratory, but due to greater thermal mass in

the manufacturing environment, the production dryer may

be unable to match the laboratory dryer’s performance.

Secondly, there may exist heat and mass transfer differences

between the laboratory dryer and the production dryer that

require a slightly different shelf temperature profile with

time for manufacturing than was used for the laboratory

process [29]. Since the objective is to maintain the same

product temperature history during the process in

manufacturing that was validated in the laboratory, the shelf

temperature versus time program in manufacturing may well

be different than found optimal for the laboratory [29]. In

addition, the maximum heat and mass transfer that the dryer

can handle without loosing control varies with the dryer

design, and one may find that a process that runs very well in

the laboratory dryer may overload the manufacturing dryer

and cause loss of chamber pressure control [29]. However,

the most important and most troublesome scale-up issue is

often the difference in freezing behavior that one experiences

in the Class 100 “clean” environment of the production

operation relative to the relatively high particulate content

in the laboratory air. Thus, typically [30] supercooling is

greater in manufacturing than in the laboratory, and since the

size of the ice crystals (and resulting pores in the dry cake)

decreases with increasing degree of supercooling, the labo-

ratory produces larger ice crystals, larger pores, and less

resistance to vapor transport. The net result is that the primary

drying time is shorter in the laboratory than inmanufacturing,

and the product temperature runs colder in the laboratory

than in manufacturing. The effect can be significant, with

primary drying running from 10% to 30% longer in

manufacturing [30–32]. Thus, the material being freeze-

dried in the laboratory is typically not representative of

the material being dried in production, simply because the

freezing behavior is different. Frequently, the process is

arbitrarily adjusted in an attempt to compensate for this

anticipated difference. That is, the duration of primary drying

is extended so that one may be reasonably confident that in

the production batch all vials are devoid of icewhen the shelf

temperature is increased to facilitate secondary drying.

However, one is never sure of how much extension is

necessary, so there are better solutions to the problem, as

discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Freeze-drying is one of the few unit operations where the

underlying physics is relatively well understood, and the

theoretical models are not mostly empirical. Thus, modeling

can be used very effectively for process design and scale-up

using simple steady-state models [33] or more elaborate non-

steady-statemodels that address both sublimation and desorp-

tiondrying[34].Useofthetheoreticalmodels,withappropriate

input data to define heat and mass transfer parameters, allows

greater insight into the impact of changes in operating condi-

tionsonproductqualityandbringsmuchgreaterefficiency into

robustness testing than possible with the empirical testing

characteristic of pure statistical approaches.

This chapter begins with a detailed discussion of the

freezing process, with suggestions for circumventing the

problems arising from freezing differences between labora-

tory andmanufacturing, and includes a brief discussion of the

few attempts to model freezing behavior. We then continue

with a discussion of drying behavior, which includes a

detailed discussion of the utility of the various theoretical

models that can be effectively utilized in process design and

scale-up. We conclude with a brief discussion of modeling

vapor flow within the freeze-dryer, a topic of importance but

one that has received little attention in the literature.

41.2 FREEZING PROCESSES

Freezing is the first step in the lyophilization process where

most of the water is separated from the solute as ice crystals.
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It is also a very important step as the structure of the frozen

matrix governs the rate of sublimation and desorption.

Figure 41.1 shows the shelf and product temperature profiles

of product frozen in vials on a laboratory-scale shelf freeze-

dryer. The data shown are for 5% w/w sucrose solution.

During the cooling step, the solution remains liquid well

below the equilibrium freezing temperature (�13�C for the

example shown in Figure 41.1). Ice nucleation occurs in the

supercooled liquid in a stochastic manner and proceeds

rapidly. Nucleation is quickly followed by crystal growth.

Ice nucleation can occur by two mechanisms: homogeneous

or heterogeneous. Homogeneous nucleation is defined as

aggregation of pure material (in this case water, which

undergoes homogenous nucleation at �40�C) [35]. Hetero-
geneous nucleation, on the other hand, occurs when aggre-

gates form on foreign solids such as dirt and container wall.

Homogeneous ice nucleation does not occur in pharmaceu-

tical freeze-drying operations due to inevitable presence of

foreign solids. The foreign surface acts as a catalyst thus

reducing the surface free energy for formation of the nuclei.

This lowering of free energy means that degree of super-

cooling is less as compared to homogeneous nucleation. The

size of the ice crystals is dependent on the nucleation and

growth rate, which are both governed by the degree of

supercooling. A higher nucleation rate would result in smal-

ler ice crystals and vice versa. The stochastic nature of

nucleation would mean different degrees of supercooling

and thus differences in ice crystal size and distribution across

the batch and significant differences between batches,

particularly when laboratory and production batches are

compared [30]. In general, it is desirable to have larger ice

crystals and narrow size distribution. Therefore, control over

degree of supercooling is desirable. However, to date, the

methods to control ice nucleation are only in the experimen-

tal stage and have not yet been applied in commercial setting.

These issues are discussed in more detail later.

41.2.1 Cooling Rate

In a typical freezing process the only variable that is under

direct control is the cooling rate of the shelf fluid. Further, the

range of cooling rates achievable is not particularly large. At

most, the samples can be cooled at �2�C/min. It has been

noted that a cooling rate of 1�C/min is generally optimal as it

providesmoderate supercooling and reasonably fast freezing

rate [36].

41.2.2 Solute Concentration and Phase Changes

When liquid water is removed as ice crystals as freezing

proceeds, the solutes (active pharmaceutical ingredient (API)

and excipients) are concentrated in the unfrozen region

between the ice crystals. The concentration continues until

the solute crystallizes or converts into an amorphous glassy

system.The physical nature of the solutes and their properties

has a profound impact on the rest of the process and

merits further discussion. Upon completion of freezing, the

solute matrix may be completely amorphous, or crystalline,

or a mixture of amorphous and crystalline phases. The

importance of this matrix is in the mechanical structure it

provides for efficient drying and formation of an elegant

product.However, tomaintain this solidmatrix it is important

that the product temperature during primary drying should

not increase above a critical temperature known as the

collapse temperature. In completely amorphous matrices,

the collapse temperature (Tc) is related to the glass transition

temperature of the frozen concentrate (T 0
g) and is generally

about 2�C higher than T 0
g [37]. In a completely crystalline

matrix, Tc is equal to the temperature of the eutectic melt

(Teu)
1. The relationship in amixed amorphous and crystalline

system is governed by the relative ratio of amorphous and

crystalline phase [38]. In most cases, mixed systems are

dominated by the crystalline phase by design so the effective

collapse temperature is close to the eutecticmelt even though

the collapse temperature (and T 0
g) of the amorphous phase

may be much lower. These crystalline phases designed into

the product are called bulking agents and are added to provide

mechanical strength and/or raise the effective collapse tem-

perature.Mannitol is themost commonly used bulking agent.
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FIGURE 41.1 Typical shelf and product temperature profile

during freezing for a formulation containing amorphous solute.

The data are for 5% w/w sucrose solution lyophilized in a labora-

tory-scale freeze-dryer. The product temperature profile is recorded

with a thermocouple located at the bottom center of the vial. The

product temperature profile shows significant supercooling before

ice nucleation. Ice nucleation causes an increase in product tem-

perature up to approximately the equilibrium melting point. The

product temperature stays high as ice crystallization proceeds and it

eventually starts to drop and follow the shelf temperature.

1 A rigorous definition of “eutectic melting” in ternary systems requires all

the components to exist in the crystalline state. This is not the case in the

majority of pharmaceutical systems for freeze-drying. However, we have

retained the term “eutectic” to describe solute þ ice melting, as is the

practice in the pharmaceutical community.
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Figure 41.2 shows the thermogram for a frozen solution

containing amorphous and crystalline solutes. The heating

curve shows the presence of T 0
g and Teu followed by the ice

melting endotherm.

41.2.3 Annealing

Annealing is carried out by holding samples isothermal

above the T 0
g for few hours. It is relatively common to employ

an annealing step to facilitate solute crystallization of API

or bulking agents [39]. Figure 41.3 shows the shelf and

product temperature profile for a solution containing

solute that crystallized during freezing. The data shown are

for 5% w/w mannitol solution freeze-dried on a laboratory

scale freeze-dryer. The shelf temperature profile includes an

annealing step at�20�C in this case. A distinct feature of the

product temperature profile in this case is the appearance

of bumps during the annealing step. These bumps are likely

a result of heat released due to crystallization of solute and

water during annealing. However, ice nucleation in adjacent

vials could be another explanation for the observed bumps.

Annealing is also currently the only commercially viable

method to modify ice morphology. Annealing is believed to

result in increased mean crystal size and narrower distribu-

tion due to Ostwald ripening [40]. When the frozen matrix is

heated aboveT 0
g, the ice crystals below a critical size decrease

in size and effectively “melt,” and those larger than the

critical size grow in a diffusion-dependent manner. The

increase in mean size and narrower distribution are both

advantageous as larger ice crystals means larger pores for

water vapor to escape during primary drying and narrowing

of size distribution results in batch homogeneity. The

changes in primary drying time that have been reported are

significant, such as a 3.5-fold increase in primary drying

rate reported in one study [4]. This increase in primary drying

rate is correlated with a decrease in mass flow resistance of

the dry layer, as reported in another study [41]. However,

there have been reported cases (and unpublished experience

of the authors) where annealing has not led to a decrease in
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FIGURE 41.2 Thermogram of a frozen solution containing amorphous and crytalline solutes

obtained by differential scanning calorimetry. The heating curve shown displays the glass transition

temperature of the amorphous frozen concentrate (T 0
g), Eutectic melt of crystalline component (Teu)

and the ice melt event. The data show that there is approximately 20�C window between T 0
g and Teu

where annealing could be carried out.
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FIGURE 41.3 Typical shelf and product temperature profile for

a formulation containing a crystallizable solute. The data are for 5%

mannitol w/w solution freeze-dried in a laboratory-scale freeze-

dryer. The shelf temperature profile incorporates an annealing step

at -20�C. In addition to the ice nucleation event observed in

Figure 41.1 thermal event related potentially to solute crystalliza-

tion are apparent in the product temperature profile.
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mass flow resistance or increase in primary drying rate [42].

There are other reasons why annealing may not be suitable in

all cases. The increase in the size of ice crystals will reduce

the surface area, which decreases desorption rate during

secondary drying and/or prolong reconstitution time. The

residual water content of the dried product may therefore be

higher [43]. Annealing may also promote phase separation

resulting in unintended crystallization of a solute such as

a buffer, which would produce a large pH shift, or phase

separation within the amorphous phase [44]. Such phase

separations may adversely affect the in-process or storage

stability of lyophilized protein productswhere lyoprotectants

are used to improve physical and chemical stability and are

required to be in the same phase as the protein to impart the

stabilization effect. Thus, the benefit of annealing in reducing

primary drying time and improving batch homogeneity may

be offset by stability problems that might arise from phase

separation and in some cases, the additional time required for

annealing and secondary drying may negate the reduction in

primary drying time. Certainly, optimization of the annealing

step is required to achieve the greatest benefit.

41.2.4 Methods to Control Ice Nucleation

There are other methods that are currently under develop-

ment to control the ice nucleation temperature. Ice fog

technology is based on introducing cold nitrogen gas in the

drying chamber to create an ice fog at the desired temperature

of nucleation [45]. The concept was further [32] developed

to evaluate the impact of nucleation temperature on mass

flow resistance of the dry layer and primary drying time. An

empirical direct correlation between specific surface area and

mass flow resistance was also established. It was shown that

a lower degree of supercooling, that is, nucleation occurring

at a higher temperature led to smaller specific surface area

and faster primary drying. It was noted that the technique

required more development to be a viable method for

nucleation control. The use of ultrasound to induce ice

nucleation has also been published [46]. Ice nucleation is

thought to occur through bubble cavitation. A direct corre-

lation between ice nucleation temperature and sublimation

rate during primary drying was observed. Induction of ice

nucleation through electric high-voltage pulses has also been

published and has been shown to impact primary drying

rate [47, 48]. The method known as electrofreezing was only

successful for solutions containing nonionic species. None of

these methods has actually been applied to a commercial

process. Commercial application may require retrofitting of

existing units, which would be expensive in the least but

may also be impractical in other cases. Nonetheless, these

methods do demonstrate that that control of ice nucleation

temperature has great potential benefit. An option that would

not require any changes to the existing equipment would

be preferable, such as induction of freezing by vacuum. A

vacuum freezing method to induce top–down freezing aris-

ing from evaporative cooling has been published [49, 50].

The method would require further development to address

concerns with secondary drying kinetics and residual water

content similar to annealing. In addition, top–down freezing

may increase the chances of vial breakage and the technique

needs to be carefully controlled to avoid boiling and the

resulting splattering of the solution.

41.2.5 Modeling of the Freezing Process

Freezing processes relevant to lyophilization, that is, in vials

has been discussed in the literature [51]. For the purpose of

modeling, theprocesshasbeendivided into twoparts: cooling

and freezing. The cooling step has been modeled using Four-

ier’s second lawand is straightforwardas the input parameters

density, heat capacity, cooling rate, and thermal conductivity

of the solution can be easily determined from published

literature and experimentation.Modeling of the freezing step

becomes more complicated as one would expect because the

theories of nucleation and crystallization are lesswell defined

than simple heat transfer. Also, the terms involving phase

changes introduce additional parameters that at best are

difficult to estimate or measure. Nonetheless, this approach

was used to estimate mean ice crystal size and mass flow

resistanceof thedry layer. It is clear thatmodeling the freezing

step is not as advanced as the drying steps and is not at a level

where a scientist would determine the input parameters in the

laboratory and plug the values into a simple model that

produces useful quantitative results. However, the published

data do confirm some general concepts that nucleation tem-

perature and cooling rate both impact themean ice crystal size

and distribution and that increasing the nucleation tempera-

ture and lowering the cooling rate result in larger ice crystals,

thus lower mass flow resistance of the dry layer. Additional

progress inmodeling the freezingprocess is needed so that the

impact of process variations, for example, annealing, on the

mean ice crystal size and distribution could be accessed and

the mass flow resistance parameter for modeling the drying

process could readily be obtained.

41.2.6 Scale-Up Issues

Themanufacturing of clinical or commercial pharmaceutical

products is conducted in sterile, particulate free, Class

100 areas whereas lyophilization cycle development is

generally conducted in laboratories that are not at all

“particle free.” The particulate load, that is, heterogeneous

nucleation sites, thus varywhen scaling up from laboratory to

clinical or commercial site. This means that the degree of

supercooling in a production environment would be greater,

leading to smaller ice crystals and higher resistance to mass

flow through the dried layer. Therefore, primary drying

parameters developed in the laboratory would generally lead
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to higher product temperature and longer drying time in the

production environment [30].

41.2.7 Rational Freezing Process Development

A development scientist should take (essentially) the follow-

ing approach to develop a rational freezing process.

1. Selection of Cooling Rate: The impact of cooling rate

parameter has been discussed previously in this chap-

ter. In summary, a cooling rate between 0.5 and 1�C/
min would generally lead to moderate supercooling,

which is uniform intravial and intervial, while provid-

ing a sufficiently fast freezing rate to avoid phase

separation.

2. Selection of Final Freezing Temperature and Time:

The lowest temperature during the freezing stage

depends on the solidification temperature of the sys-

tem. The temperature should be at least 2�C lower than

the solidification temperature [36]. However, it is

common to see from �40 to �50�C as empirical

choice for lowest temperature, and while often not

necessary also does not normally cause a significant

problem. The hold time at the lowest temperature is

a function of the fill volume. During development, the

product temperature from thermocouple should be

monitored as a function of time to determine the time

required to reach the lowest desired temperature. In

general, 1–2 h hold time is sufficient for fill volumes

less than 1 cm and 2–4 h hold time is sufficient for fill

volumes more than 1 cm. Fill volumes greater than

2 cm are generally not recommended.

3. Selection of Annealing Conditions: Choosing anneal-

ing conditions remains somewhat empirical and

existing literature provides limited guidance on this

aspect. As discussed above, annealing may be carried

out with different objectives. If the formulation con-

tains a component that must be crystallized, it has been

suggested that annealing should be carried out at

a temperature between T 0
g and onset of the ice melt

endotherm [36]. However, the temperature differential

between the two may be quite large. The example

shown in Figure 41.2 demonstrates this point where the

difference between T 0
g and Teu is about 20

�C. The exact
choice of annealing temperature and time need to be

optimized experimentally. Annealing must be carried

out at a temperature that (a) is above the T 0
g and (b) falls

on the crystal growth curve. Therein lies the difficulty

as the crystal growth curves are not readily available.

For commonly used bulking agents such as mannitol

and glycine annealing could be carried out at tempera-

tures between �25 and �20�C for several hours to

maximize crystallization, provided the fraction of

crystallizing solute is high. If annealing is desired to

bring about change in ice morphology and improving

batch homogeneity for a totally amorphous system,

one needs annealing temperatures relatively close to

the onset of melting. It was shown for model amor-

phous systems such as sucrose and hydroxyethyl starch

(HES) that annealing at temperatures between�10 and

�2.4�C for 5–10 hwas needed formaximum change in

primary drying rate and ice morphology [40].

4. Addressing Scale-Up Issues: The difference in nucle-

ation temperature between laboratory-scale and

production-scale due to change in environmental par-

ticulate load could be eliminated if development work

were carried out in the same environment. However,

this is normally not practical. Therefore, currently,

annealing is the only method that has been used to

minimize or eliminate supercooling effects in

a manufacturing environment. Further development

of techniques to control ice nucleation may change

this scenario in the future.

41.3 DRYING PROCESSES

After freezing, drying is the next step in freeze drying

process. Mathematical representation of the drying problem

can be described as follows: Once the solution is frozen, the

vials are heated by raising the shelf temperature, resulting in

sublimation of frozen ice initially and desorption of unfrozen

water later. As drying proceeds from top to the bottom of the

vial, the dried layers of the cake offer resistance to the water

vapor flow due to sublimation of the ice from the layers

underneath. The freeze-drying problem is hence a heat

transfer (to the vial from shelf and surroundings) and mass

transfer (transport of water vapor through porous dried layers

and then from the main chamber to the condenser) problem

that can be modeled utilizing the fundamentals of heat and

mass transfer processes. Further details of the current state of

knowledge in modeling this process are described below.

Mathematical modeling of the drying process provides

methodology that streamlines experimental screening

approaches for developing optimal freeze-drying cycles that

produce a quality product in a robust process. A particularly

important application of drying process modeling is in the

area of freeze-drying process scale-up. A typical scale-up

from laboratory-scale to commercial-scale freeze-drying

will increase the shelf surface area available for freeze-dryer

from 4.5 ft2 to 220 ft2 [52]. Figure 41.4 shows an image of a

typical commercial-scale freeze-dryer. Heat transfer may

differ, and differences in heterogeneous ice nucleation nor-

mally produce significant differences in ice structure and

therefore in pore structure of the cake, which impacts mass

transfer within the dry layer. Also, differences in dryer design

may lead to differences in transport properties between

laboratory and commercial dryers. A clear understanding of
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the dependence of drying kinetics on the heat and mass

transfer characteristics of the vial and dried cake, respec-

tively, and the impact of the differences between laboratory

scale and commercial scalewill facilitate rational scale-up of

the freeze-drying process, avoiding expensive failures, and

hencewill result in efficient development of a robust process,

thereby decreasing the cost and time of development [53].

41.3.1 Steady-State Heat and Mass Transfer Modeling

Althoughmost reported modeling work uses nonsteady-state

modeling techniques, there are some examples describing the

use of simple steady-state theory tomodel the primary drying

process. Using the pseudosteady-state approximation, solu-

tion of the heat andmass transfer equations has been obtained

at several stages during primary drying phase, thus evaluating

temperature and pressure profiles as a function of time [33].

Using this simple model, the authors studied the effect of the

product temperature on drying time, effects of shelf temper-

ature and chamber pressurewere evaluated, and the optimum

vial size tominimize primary drying timewas identified. This

simple model was also utilized to evaluate the effect of

process nonuniformities (e.g., variability of vial heat transfer

coefficient within the same freeze-drying run, nonuniform

shelf temperature, product resistance variation) on the drying

times and product temperature during primary drying.

Equations 41.1–41.4 describe a typical freeze-drying

process where the solution to be freeze-dried is in a vial,

which is placed on top of a temperature-controlled shelf.

The steady-state approximation is used, meaning that all of

the heat supplied from the shelf is utilized in subliming the

ice from the interface [33]. See “Symbols” section for

nomenclature details.

dm

dt
¼ Ap � ðP0�PcÞ

Rp

ð41:1Þ

DHs � dm

dt
¼ dQ

dt
ð41:2Þ

dQ

dt
¼ Av � Kv � ðTs�TbÞ ð41:3Þ

DHs � P0�Pc

Rp

� Ap

Av � Kv

¼ Ts�T ð41:4Þ

EXAMPLE 41.1

Sucrose is common excipient used in parenteral formula-

tions. Determine the product temperature during primary

drying and length of primary drying time during lyophilizing

a sucrose solution at the following given conditions. After

building the model, utilize the model to perform an in silico

robustness test at shelf temperatures that are�3�C relative to

shelf temperature set point and chamber pressure�50mTorr

relative to the chamber pressure set point.

Conditions.

1. Shelf temperature set point (Tshelf): �25�C
2. Chamber pressure set point (Pchamber): 100mTorr

3. Heat of sublimation of ice: 660 cal-g�1

4. Average dry layer resistance (Rp): 3 cm
2-h-Torr-g�1

5. Overall heat transfer coefficient between vial and

surroundings (Kv): 0.00042 cal/(s-cm
2-K)

6. Vial dimensions: Inner cross-sectional area¼ 5.85 cm2;

Outer cross-sectional area¼ 7.08 cm2

7. Formulation details: Solids concentration¼ 0.05 g sol-

id/g liquid; fill volume¼ 5mL

Solution
Part A. Equation 41.4 can be solved for the unknown

interface temperature, T, using the given parameters. The

solution can be obtained manually or by using the Solver

feature in Excel. The interface temperature, T, and interface

vapor pressure, P0, are related as follows:

P0 ¼ 2:698� 1010 � expð�6144:96=TÞ
where T is in Kelvin and P0 is the vapor pressure of ice in

Torr. Following the above procedure, one finds the average

interface temperature is �34.5�C and the primary drying

time is 31.5 h. Once P0 is obtained, dm=dt can be calculated
using equation 41.1. Total amount of ice to be sublimed (Dm)

FIGURE 41.4 Image of typical commercial-scale freeze-dryer.

This freeze-dryer has a total shelf surface area of 39m2. It has

24 shelves and 6 trays per shelf. This image is obtained from Pfizer

Kalamazoo manufacturing facility.
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can be calculated from the fill volume and solids concentra-

tion. Using these two quantities, time required to sublime

all the ice (primary drying time) can be calculated as

Dm=ðdm=dtÞ. In a laboratory-scale freeze-drying run

(same operating conditions described in this example) with

5wt% sucrose as the solution (in samevialwhose dimensions

are described in this example), the product temperature was

measured by placing a thermocouple at the bottom of the vial

during drying. It was found that the product temperature was

�35�C, and the primary drying time was 28 h. The vial was

located in the center of the freeze-dryer and the end point of

primary drying was considered to be the point when the

product temperature reading starts to increase from the

steady-state value to reach the shelf temperature set point.

One simplification in the above equations is to neglect the

difference between the sublimation interface temperature

and bottom temperature difference. To obtain more accurate

results, this difference can also be accounted for [54].

Part B. Now, we have a mathematical model that de-

scribes the primary drying process of sucrose. During a

manufacturing process operation, set point deviations may

occur due to a variety of reasons. The model can be used to

predict the effect of set point deviations and thereby test

process robustness. Table 41.1 lists the product temperatures

and drying times for four extreme deviations from the set

points. Also listed in the table are the changes in product

temperature and drying time when compared to original set

point (Tshelf¼�25�C and Pchamber¼ 100mTorr). As noted

above, the model predictions can differ from the experimen-

tal values. Therefore, understanding the relative changes in

product temperature and drying time as a result of process

deviations is one of the useful output frommodel predictions.

Model predictions for the original set point are also listed in

Table 41.1. This example demonstrates one of the several

ways in which a successful model can be used in lyophili-

zation cycle development to aid in choosing the operating

conditions at the laboratory scale and also investigates the

robustness of the process.

Recently an interactive modeling tool has been proposed,

assuming quasisteady-state heat transfer in frozen layer and

in dry product region as well as quasisteady-state mass

transfer in the dried layer [55]. This software that is based

on a one-dimensional heat and mass transfer model that

describes both the primary and the secondary drying stages

and also describes the transition region between primary

drying and secondary drying. Using this interactive tool, the

user can optimize the shelf temperature and/or chamber

pressure profile to achieve desired product temperatures.

41.3.2 Nonsteady-State Heat and Mass Transfer
Modeling

While the simple steady-state models quantitatively describe

primary drying, desorption drying (i.e., secondary drying)

cannot be accurately described by such models, and

several researchers have developed nonsteady-state models

of sublimation and desorption. Some advantages of non-

steady-state models include residual moisture prediction as

a function of time, and describing the nonsteady-state parts

of primary drying (immediately after a change in shelf

temperature) [34]. Liapis et al. have presented a sorption–

sublimation model to describe the effect of operating

conditions on drying times [56, 57]. The initial model, which

takes into account heat transfer only from the top surface of

the frozen cake [56], has been extended to a more pharma-

ceutically representative case of heat transfer from both top

and bottom surfaces of the frozen cake [57]. One-dimen-

sional energy and material balance equations for frozen and

dried layers were solved. Utilizing this mathematical model,

the authors could calculate the sorbed water concentration

profiles at the end of primary drying at different positions in

the cake as a function of different operating conditions. A

further comparison of the performance of different mathe-

matical models for predicting sorbed water concentrations as

a function of timewas also provided [58]. The authors utilize

the one-dimensional mathematical model to predict optimal

operating conditions in a freeze-drying cycle. This mathe-

matical model of sublimation and desorption drying was

further extended to model the primary and secondary

drying stages in vial lyophilization, which is a more realistic

TABLE 41.1 Evaluation of Effect of Change in Shelf Temperature andChamber Pressure Changes onProduct Temperature During

Primary Drying and Primary Drying Time

Tshelf (
�C)

Pchamber

(mTorr)

Product

Temperature (�C)

DT (Product Temperature at

New Condition - Product

Temperature at Original

Conditions) (�C)
Drying

Time (h)

Dtime (Drying Time at New

Condition -Drying Time at

Original Conditions) (h)

�25 100 �34.5 0 31.5 0

�22 50 �35.5 �1 22 �9.5

�22 150 �32 2.5 30 �1.5

�28 50 �37.5 �3 31.5 0

�28 150 �33.5 1 53 21.5
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representation of a typical pharmaceutical freeze-drying

process [59, 60]. A further application of modeling was in

understanding the mechanism of bound water removal uti-

lizing one-dimensional nonsteady-state modeling of both

primary and secondary drying stages [61]. Using the math-

ematical model coupled with experimental confirmation,

they conclude that the removal of bound water during

primary drying portion of freeze-drying is negligible.

A further improvement of the one-dimensionalmodel was

made by extending it to a two-dimensional system [62]. A

finite element method was used to solve two-dimensional

heat and mass transfer equations for the frozen and dried

layers. Accounting for the removal of ice and sorbed water,

this model predicts the position and geometric shape of the

moving interface, thus modeling the entire primary and

secondary drying stages. A physical rationale for the choice

of boundary conditions used is provided elsewhere [34]. The

authors further evaluate the model predictions using exper-

imental results suggesting the usefulness of the utilizing

mathematical modeling in freeze-drying process

development [34]. An example for nonsteady-state model

equations is shown below. Equations 41.5–41.11 are in-

tended to give the reader a sense for the nonsteady-state

formulation of the freeze-drying problem. Equation 41.5

describes the water vapor flow in the dry layer. This equation

can be summarized as the sum of change in water concen-

tration in the gas phase and the change in water concentration

in the solid phase equals the flux of water out of the system.

Equations 41.6 and 41.7 describe the change in water content

of the solid phase and molar water flux in the dried region.

Equation 41.6 assumes that the rate of change in water

content of the solid phase is proportional to the difference

between the water content and the equilibrium water content

at the surrounding water activity, aw, at temperature T,

denoted C�(aw,T) where kg is a “rate constant” assumed to

exhibit Arrhenius temperature dependence. The terms on the

right-hand side of equation 41.7 represent the contributions of

both diffusion and bulk fluid flow to thewater flux. Bulk fluid

flow is mostly Knudsen flow in usual pharmaceutical freeze-

drying applications. Further simplification of equation 41.7 is

possible by considering the fact that vapor composition in the

cake and in the drying chamber during practical primary

drying situation is nearly 100% water vapor, we can ignore

diffusion in the dry layer during primary drying leaving only

bulk flow or Knudsen flow as primary contributor to water

vapor flux. These simplifications are described in Ref. 34.

Equations 41.9–41.11 describe the heat transfer in dried

layer and frozen layer. Equation 41.9 describes the heat

transfer in dry layer, which is conservation of energy in dry

layer. Energy conservation for frozen layer leads to equa-

tion 41.10. Equation 41.11 is the conservation of energy at the

sublimation interface, where rates of heat flow into the

interface from dry and frozen layers is compensated by the

rates of heat removed by gas flow and sublimation. As

mentioned above, complete details and further simplifica-

tions of these equations can be found in Ref. 34.

41.3.2.1 Nonsteady-State Model Equations Representing
Freeze-Drying (see “Symbols” Section)

e
qCw;g

qt
þ rI

qCw;s

qt
¼ �r 	Nw ð41:5Þ

qCw;s

qt
¼ �kg Cw;s�C� aw; Tð Þ� � ð41:6Þ

Nw ¼ �k1rCw;g�k2Cw;grP ð41:7Þ

Nw ¼ �Mw

RT
	Kw 1þ C01Pw

Kwmmx

� �
rPw � �Mw

RT
	KwrPw

ð41:8Þ

rICpI

qT
qt

¼ kIr2T þ rIDHv

qCw;s

qT
�Cp;grðNtTÞ ð41:9Þ

rIICPII

qT
qt

¼ kIIr2T ð41:10Þ

�kI
qT
qn

� �
I

þ kII
qT
qn

� �
II

¼ �NtnCp;gT�Nwn
DHs ð41:11Þ

Utilization of mathematical modeling techniques de-

scribed above will result in greater understanding of the

effect of process variables on the quality of the product.

These modeling tools provide an excellent opportunity to

apply the quality by design principles to ensure that quality of

the freeze-dried product is built into the process. One such

practical industrial application of mathematical modeling of

freeze-drying is demonstrated in freeze-drying of Azithro-

mycin solution [63]. The authors have confirmed the model

predictions of the PASSAGE software [34, 62]2 and further

utilized the mathematical model to predict the operating

conditions at pilot scale to achieve a product temperature

profile that is equivalent to the profile achieved for an

optimized laboratory-scale lyophilization cycle. This work

demonstrated the utility of the numerical models in the area

of scale-up and optimization of lyophilization cycles at

commercial scale [63].

Several other modeling approaches and applications have

been reported in the literature that describe the freeze-drying

process utilizing fundamental heat and mass transfer mod-

els [64–70]. These reports demonstrate that the fundamental

understanding of the drying stage has evolved extensively

2 PASSAGE is commercially available freeze-drying software capable to

solving unsteady state mass and heat transfer equations. This is commer-

cially available from Technalysis, Inc.
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and scientists can utilize these techniques to rapidly develop

optimized lyophilization cycles.

41.3.3 Determination of Modeling Parameters: Dry

Layer Resistance and Heat Transfer Coefficient

The importance of heat transfer coefficient and mass transfer

resistance during drying, especially for modeling purposes

should now be evident to the reader. The manometric

temperature measurement (MTM) procedure is one of the

techniques that is useful in estimation of the mass transfer

resistance offered by the dried layer and stopper.

In the MTM method, the flow of water vapor from the

product chamber to condenser is momentarily interrupted

during primary drying by quickly closing the valve separat-

ing the chamber and condenser, resulting in an increase in

chamber pressure due to sublimation [71]. This transient

increase in chamber pressure is modeled by considering the

several factors contributing to the pressure rise. A curvilinear

regression estimates the vapor pressure of ice and resistance

offered by dried layer. The capabilities of this modeling

technique have been further examined in estimation of

product temperature [54], measurement of dry layer resis-

tance [72], and heat and mass transfer measurements,

including the vial heat transfer coefficient [73].

An “expert system” (SMART) that will allow develop-

ment of an optimized freeze-drying process during

laboratory-scale development in one experiment is another

application of the MTM technique [74]. SMART is an

excellent example of the utilization of heat and mass transfer

theory and modeling to facilitate the development of freeze-

drying cycle conditions. Measurement of product resistance

and vapor pressure of ice by MTM allows calculation of the

sublimation rate [71], which is then used to optimize the shelf

temperature settings. Figure 41.5 summarizes the SMART

concept. The expert systems algorithms control the different

parts of the freeze-drying. Freezing conditions are chosen

based on the input parameters regarding formulation details.

Primary drying conditions are chosen based on the MTM

feedback. Also, the algorithm chooses conditions for

secondary drying based on input parameters. A detailed

description can found in Ref. 74. A variation of the original

MTMapproach, denoted “pressure rise analysis (PRA),” was

proposed as an improvement to the original MTM algo-

rithm [75]. Using this PRA model, the authors estimate the

same parameters as obtained by MTM, sublimation front

temperature, resistance offered by dry layer, and the overall

vial heat transfer coefficient. Utility of SMART and MTM

during the lyophilization cycle development has been dem-

onstrated inmeasuring product resistance, predicting product

temperature and primary drying time [76].

Another method, based on an analysis of the normal

product temperature history during primary drying, has been

suggested as a method to obtain product resistance data

without doing special experiments, such as the MTM exper-

iment [77]. This technique once again utilizes the under-

standing of heat and mass transfer mechanisms to determine

desired parameters (mass transfer resistance) of the formu-

lation during freeze-drying. Other techniques utilize similar

applications of heat and mass transfer fundamentals to

estimate mass transfer resistances during freeze-drying

[78–80]. Recently, another variation of the original MTM

approach was suggested as a more rigorous model for

describing the pressure rise during the valve closing proce-

dure [81]. The stated final goal of using this advanced

approach is to develop an online tool for controlling the

heating strategy during freeze-drying, and the same group

recently reported an online monitoring system (and hence

control) for primary drying phase of lyophilization as

a further application of the mathematical modeling [82].

This system provides in-line control signals (adjusting

shelf heating fluid temperature throughout primary drying),

Freezing MTM data,
T, Rp

Primary drying
Expert system

algorithms

Secondary drying

1. Select target product temperature, Tp

2. Know Tp;  Select chamber pressure, PO

3. From Tp,  and MTM data, estimate
optimum shelf temperature

1. When is 1º drying over?
2. When is secondary drying over?

-residual moisture versus time

Pressure
rise test

Secondary
drying rate
---> % H2O

- know collapse temperature
- estimate cycletime--> evaluate
  “safety margin”

FIGURE 41.5 Summary of the “SMART” Freeze-Dryer concept. Reproduced from Ref. 74 with

permission from Springer.
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utilizing simple heat and mass transfer algorithm in con-

junction with measurements made during the freeze-drying

process to achieve desired product and process performance.

While this general procedure is identical to that employed by

the MTM procedure within the SMART Freeze-Dryer tech-

nology, the details of the heat and mass transfer analysis do

differ. Further details can be found in Ref. 82.

Another important input parameter for models is the heat

transfer coefficient of the vial. This parameter can be deter-

mined both by performing simple water sublimation experi-

ments in the laboratory as a function of chamber pressure [83]

and by MTM measurements (or variations on the MTM

technique) as noted above.

Successful model development for the drying process

depends on the accuracy of the modeling parameters. Dry

layer resistance and heat transfer coefficient are two critical

parameters. While one might estimate these quantities from

an existing database, ideally these parameters should be

measured for the application of interest, particularly with

the dry layer resistance that varies considerably between

products and is relatively difficult to quantitatively predict.

41.3.4 Issues in Scale-Up of Freeze-Drying Process

The heat transfer coefficient of a given vial depends not only

on the bottom contour of the vial but also on the location of

the vial within the vial array in a given freeze-dryer. Heat is

transferred between shelf and vial due to three mechanisms:

heat transfer from the contact area between the vial and the

shelf, conduction of gas molecules between vial bottom and

shelf surface, and due to radiation. While the first two modes

of heat transfer can be considered independent of the

location of the vial, the radiative heat transfer depends on

the location of the vial. Edge vials have a greater area of

exposure to radiation heat transfer (i.e., part of the side aswell

as top and bottom) and often the chamber surfaces that are

responsible for side radiation are hotter than the shelf surface.

These effects result in differences in heat transfer coefficients

between center and edge vials [84, 85]. Understanding the

impact of such heat transfer coefficient variation on the drying

performance will help the scientist design the process so as to

achieve optimal product irrespective of its location in the

freeze-dryer. A multidimensional unsteady-state modeling

was utilized to determine the effect of location of the vials

in freeze-dryer on the overall drying time temperature dis-

tribution [86]. This study shows the importance of wall

temperature in influencing the drying characteristics in vials

located at different positions in a freeze-dryer.

Another important challenge in the freeze-drying process

is the scale-up of lyophilization cycles from laboratory to

pilot to commercial-scale dryers. The edge vial effect can be

scale dependent. The heat and mass transfer issues during

freeze-drying process development have been summarized in

an excellent review, Ref. 87. In addition to providing a review

of heat and mass transfer mechanisms to be considered

during freeze-drying cycle development the authors also

discuss the related scale-up issues. As mentioned above,

radiative heat transfer varies dues to the location of the vial

in the freeze-dryer. This radiation effect is also different from

a laboratory dryer to pilot or a commercial-scale dryer.

Differences in percentage of edge vials and differences in

wall temperatures and differences in emissivities between

laboratory scale and manufacturing scale introduce scale-up

differences that can be significant. For example, a front vial in

a laboratory freeze-dryer can receive�1.8 times greater heat

transfer than a corresponding vial in a manufacturing freeze-

dryer [29]. This additional heat input will directly affect the

product temperature and drying time. Hence, understanding

these differences between freeze-dryers is essential to proper

scale-up. Another important scale based difference is the

temperature distribution across the freeze-dryer shelf. Dif-

ferences between the shelf temperature set point and mea-

sured shelf surface temperature as a function of the subli-

mation rate are reported [29]. These differences can be dryer

specific in that dryer design and heat transfer characteristics

of the fluid can cause shelf surface temperature differences

between different freeze-dryers even at identical thermal

loads. A properly designed shelf mapping study can deter-

mine the magnitude of the expected effects [87]. These

differences between laboratory-scale and production-scale

dryers have been highlighted and a step-by-step systematic

approach to correlate dryers at two scales leading toward a

successful scale-up are discussed in Ref. 52.

It should be obvious that the application of engineering

principles of heat and mass transfer modeling and scale-up

adjustments are essential to the successful design of a freeze-

drying process for manufacturing. Utilizing these engineer-

ing principles will facilitate a rationale lyophilization cycle

development and scale-up effort. The “general rules” for

successful process design and scale-up can be summarized as

follows:

1. Select the optimal freezing conditions that results in an

ice morphology that is uniform within a given vial,

uniform between vials in the same batch, uniform

between batches, and uniform from laboratory to

manufacturing. In addition, a structure composed of

larger ice crystals is advantageous in that such a

structure produces lower product resistance and faster

primary drying.

2. Utilize the understanding of the heat and mass transfer

mechanisms during drying to select the primary and

secondary conditions to achieve maximal drying rate

(minimal drying time) while maintaining the product

temperature below the critical product temperature.

(a) Utilize the techniques described in literature to

measure heat transfer coefficient of the vial of

interest.
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(b) Determine the resistance offered by dry layer

during the drying stage.

(c) Utilizing mathematical models obtain initial

estimates for the first laboratory cycle and then

optimize the cycle conditions using the SMART

Freeze-Dryer methodology (or equivalent) and/or

a few experiments to confirm results.

3. Understand the freeze-dryer differenceswith respect to

the heat andmass transfermechanisms during scale-up

and utilize mathematical models to estimate the cycle

conditions at larger scale.

Some examples of application of these concepts for

rationale scale-up have been reported in literature [63,

88, 89]. Heat and mass transfer models in conjunction with

limited lyophilization runs were utilized to successfully

determine heat transfer coefficients and to evaluate the

robustness of the lyophilization cycle at different operating

conditions [88]. A systematic approach by utilizing

laboratory-scale experiments to determine heat and mass

transfer coefficients and mathematical modeling to predict

operating conditions at pilot scale thus minimizing the

number of pilot scale runs has also been reported [63].

Hopefully, increased use of theoretical modeling will be

a norm in the future as increased emphasis is placed on

“quality by design.”

41.3.5 Mass Flow from Chamber to Condenser

Many advancements in modeling the sublimation and

desorption of water vapor within the vial have been made

as discussed in the Sections 41.3.1–41.3.4. The literature on

modeling the flow of water vapor once it leaves the vial, that

is, from chamber to condenser is, however, sparse. The

lyophilization process can be limited by mass transfer within

the freeze-dryer at high sublimation load [90]. In addition,

freeze-dryer design differences at different scalesmay lead to

different product temperature profiles that may not be cap-

tured in vial modeling. Therefore, it is important that these

factors be captured in the models for freeze-drying. Some

recent publications have described the use of various tools to

model vapor flow in the freeze-dryer. Most of the work cited

has used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for this pur-

pose. The effect of some geometrical parameters of the

drying chamber such as clearances between the shelves and

the position of the duct between the chamber and the

condenser on the global fluid dynamics of the sublimated

vapor in both small-scale and industrial-scale drying cham-

bers were investigated as a function of the sublimation

rate [91]. It was concluded that local pressure differentials

existed in the freeze-dryer and contributed to heterogeneity

in sublimation rate in addition to the commonly known

effects such as radiation effects. These effects were more

pronounced in larger scale freeze-dryers. However, the mag-

FIGURE 41.6 Velocity profile of water vapor in laboratory-scale freeze-dryer. The top half shows

the results for 50mTorr chamber pressure and choked flow conditions at the condenser entrance are

apparent. The lower half shows simulation for 30mTorr. The vapor velocity in this case remains below

the Mach I limit. The data show potential choked flow conditions for some operating parameters.

Reprinted from Ref. 91 with permission of Wiley-Liss, Inc., a subsidiary of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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nitude of these effects was not explicitly discussed. It has

been documented that the duct between the drying chamber

and the condenser may be a bottleneck at high sublimation

rates [90]. This effect has been called choked flow, and CFD

has been employed to identify critical variables impacting

choked flow [92]. It was determined that ratio of chamber to

condenser pressure determined the onset of choked flow.

Recently, a more comprehensive model that includes the

drying chamber, duct, and condenser using CFD has been

published [93]. The Knudsen number (Kn), a dimensionless

parameter, has been used to define the flow regime and

various equations that are valid in different flow regimes

have been described. Kn is the ratio of the molecular mean

free path (l) and characteristic length scale of flow (L). For

example, Navier–Stokes equation has been used where Kn

is below 0.01 and continuum hypothesis is valid, that is, one

is dealing with fluid flow or “viscous flow.” The Boltzmann

equation has been used in rarefied or “free molecular flow”

regime (Kn> 0.1). A new approach to solving the Boltzmann

equation using a statistical direct simulation Monte Carlo

(DSMC) method has been described. Differences between

a laboratory-scale and industrial-scale freeze- dryer,

especially the impact of CIP/SIP (clean in place/steam in

place) line in industrial freeze-dryer, on the fluid flow were

presented. Simulation of water vapor flow in the freeze-

dryer also showed choked flow conditions may exist at the

point of maximum flow velocity, which is along the axis of

the duct at the entrance to the condenser. Figure 41.6 shows

the simulation for two different chamber pressures. The top

half shows the results for 50mTorr chamber pressure and

choked flow conditions at the condenser entrance are

apparent. The lower half shows simulation for 30mTorr.

The vapor velocity in this case remains below the Mach I

limit. It has therefore been argued that computational fluid

flow studies may also be useful in the design of freeze-

dryers.

Following the guidelines presented in this chapter and

the references cited herein, it should result in systematic

approach to freeze-drying process development and scale-

up. Increased use of modeling wherever applicable will be

consistent with the “quality by design” philosophy.

SYMBOLS

Steady-State Model Equations

dm=dt sublimation rate

Ap inner cross-sectional area of the vial

P0 vapor pressure of ice at interface temperature

Pc chamber pressure

RP dry layer resistance

dQ=dt rate of heat transfer

Av outer cross-sectional area of the vial

Kv heat transfer coefficient between the vial and the

surroundings (includes heat transfer form shelf

contact and also radiation)

Ts shelf temperature

Tb product temperature at the bottom of the vial

T product temperature at the sublimation interface

DHs heat of sublimation of ice

Nonsteady-State Model Equations

« void fraction in the dried region

rI density of dry region

Cw;s concentration of sorbed water

Nw molar flux of water

kg mass transfer coefficient for desorption

C� equilibrium concentration of sorbed water

aw water activity

T temperature

k1 bulk diffusivity constant

k2 self diffusivity constant

P total pressure

CpI heat capacity of dry layer

kI thermal conductivity of dry layer

DHv heat of vaporization of sorbed water

rII density of the frozen region

CPII heat capacity of frozen region

kII thermal conductivity of frozen layer

Nwn
molar flux of water, normal component

DHs heat of sublimation of ice
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